
DBT: Do Big Things!
Overview

● DBT Ventures was founded in 2015—DBT stands for “Do Big Things”
● We specialize in supporting underrepresented founders* building amazing products
● 12+ years of B2B SaaS leadership experience—building teams, companies and processes
● We focus on offering leadership, customer success, and data science advisory services
● Our team is currently advising 6 high-growth companies with revenues of $10 to 125M ARR

*In 2022, only 1.9% of venture capital went to female founders. Since ~20% of all founders are female, the
data suggests females are underfunded by a factor of 10x. This is just one example of the rampant bias in
the venture capital industry.

Our last 3 investments (Kahawa, MicroGen, Stagger) have gone to female founders who are also people of
color. Our 3 areas of competency to help accelerate your startup’s growth are:

1. Leadership: structuring, building and unifying teams
2. Customer Success: driving product adoption, reducing churn, increasing expansion
3. Data Science: using machine-learning to make better business decisions

DBT has advised or invested in over 15 companies, with founders and investors alike exiting profitably
from 5 so far (33% hit rate as of Q1-2023).

We are proud to have worked with founders coming out of Y-Combinator, Alchemist Accelerator—among
other programs—who have gone on to achieve $100m+ in ARR with successful fundraising milestones
along the way fueled by strong retention, conscious leadership, and a data-driven approach to scale.

Focus Areas

Customer Success

I want to improve: By getting better at: Business outcome:

Org structure Devising the right blueprint for my team ↑ collaboration, ↓ friction

http://www.dbtventures.com/blog/2015/8/27/thoughts-on-organizing-measuring-a-csm-team?rq=data%20science


Performance mgmt Driving toward the right operational metrics ↑ renewal rate, ↑ NPS

Hiring top talent Attracting and interviewing the best employees ↓ attrition, ↑ engagement

Customer loyalty How we listen to our customers at scale ↑ NPS, ↓ churn

Churn Devising proactive strategies and playbooks ↓ MRR/logo churn, ↑ ARR

Usage & adoption Creating a customer lifecycle powered by automation ↑ usage, ↑ deployment

Data Science

I want to improve: By getting better at: Business outcome:

Leveraging data Understanding my data to help my team prioritize ↑ AE close rate, ↑ renewal rate

Leadership

I want to improve: By getting better at: Business outcome:

Vision & Culture Communicating where we’re going and why ↑ growth, ↑ growth, ↑ CSAT

Accountability Inspiring management to push the envelope ↓ MRR churn, ↑ expansion

Goal-setting Quarterly planning, OKRs, and resource allocation ↑ growth, ↑ fundraising

Testimonials & Customer Feedback
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http://www.dbtventures.com/blog/2016/5/24/the-3-best-ways-to-change-your-customers-habits
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http://www.dbtventures.com/blog/2016/4/1/the-way-your-company-is-valued-has-changed
http://www.dbtventures.com/blog/2016/10/27/asking-for-money


*now Founder at Theory Ventures




